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 Spot Weld Growth on 304L (2B) Austenitic Stainless Steel (Part 1) 

 

Nachimani Charde (PhD student) 

Department of Mechanical, Material and Manufacturing Engineering 

The University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus 

nachi.charde@nottingham.edu.my 

Abstract 

Austenitic stainless steel is very common material that used in many industries today for mechanical 

assembly. So the joining mechanism has to be low cost; reliable and long lasting. In such situation the 

industries are preferred to use the resistance spot welding mechanism which will never add any additional 

substance at the weld joint. The robustness of mechanical assemblies is mainly anticipated and it relies on 

the proper weld joint. Hence this paper is analyzing the weld nuggets’ characteristic of 304L (2B) 

austenitic stainless steel with respected to its basic controlling parameters (current, weld time and force) 

changes. The entire experiment was carried out by varying the current and weld time at first attempt and 

the current and force at second attempt. The increment of current and weld time has resulted proportional 

increment of nugget diameters whereas the force increment has resulted reduction of nugget diameters. 

The hardness of welded areas seemed to be increased slightly as compared to unwelded areas. Eventually 

the welded specimens were underwent tensile, hardness, and metallurgical test to relate the changes that 

happened due to the controlling parameters changes.  

 

Keywords: Austenitic stainless steel, Stainless steel welding, Spot welding of stainless steel. 
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1. Introduction 

Resistance spot welding is a welding technique that joins two or more metal sheets through fusion at the contact 

area of electrode tips. This process basically uses two copper electrodes to compress the sheets together and 

supplies huge amount of current (typically kA) through the contact area of electrodes. The flow of current 

against the base metal resistance causes heat development between the sheets and gradually melts (Q=I2Rt) the 

concerned areas. Once the current flow is stopped the melted area will be hardened then.  The melted and 

solidified areas of base metals are thereafter called as weld nuggets and it consists of three zones. Namely: fusion 

zone (FZ), heat affected zone (HAZ) and the base metals (BM)[1]. The proper joints between sheets are usually 

created at the fusion zone due to the thermal expansion of materials. The following areas the heat affected zones 

which appeared due to the thermal conductivity of base metals and the other part of base metals kept unchanged. 

The weld nuggets’ growths are therefore determined by the basic controlling parameters; primarily the welding 

current, welding time, electrode pressing force and electrode tips diameter [2]. These are the four common 

parameters that enable a weld growth and also produce sound welds to prolong the stiffness of any metal joints. 

In this experiment the current, weld time and force were varied to characterize the weld growth while electrode 

tip kept unchanged.  

 

2. Experimental  

 

     The base metals were rectangular in shape with equal size (200mm x 25mm x 1mm) as shown in 
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figure 1 and its chemical properties are tabulated in table 1. A pair of water cooled copper electrodes with 

tip (truncated) diameters of 5 mm was used to join these base metals.  The test samples were initially 

placed on the top of lower electrode (tip) of the spot welder (75kVA) as overlaying 60mm on each other 

and then the initiating pedal was pressed. The weld process was started right after with squeezing cycles 

and; once the squeezing force is reached the welding current is delivered in accordance with the given 

preset values. Thereafter the electrode pressing mechanism (pneumatic based) consumes some time for 

cold work and eventually return to the home position of electrode.    The process controlling 

parameters (current, weld time and force) are set before the welding process starts. Before that; we have 

conducted some test in advance to finalize the weld lobe [2] for 1mm base metals and it is presented in 

figure 2.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Test Sample 
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Table 2: Chemical Composition 

 

304L (2B) Austenitic Stainless Steel 

Element C Cr Ni Mn Si S N P 

Weight 

% 

0.048 18.12 8.11 1.166 0.501 0.006 0.053 0.030 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Weld Lobe for 1mm Sample Sheets. 

 

Based on the accepted values from weld lobe’s boundary conditions,  a weld schedule (table2) was 

developed to conduct the entire experiment to understand the basic parameter changes that cause the weld 

growth in 1mm- austenitic stainless steels. The combinations of the eighteen (18) weld schedules were 
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developed within the marked region of weld lobe for both: a) the current and weld time variations as well 

as b) the current and force variations as shown in table 2.  

 

Table 2: Weld Schedule 

 

 

Both 

 

a) Current and 

Weld Time 

 

b) Current and 

Force 

Sample 

No 

Weld 

Schedul

e 

Electrod

e Tip 

(mm) 

Curren

t 

(kA) 

Time 

(cycle) 

Force 

(kN) 

Time 

(cycle) 

Force 

(kN) 

1-5 1 5 6 10 3 10 3 

6-10 2 5 7 10 3 10 3 

11-15 3 5 8 10 3 10 3 

16-20 4 5 6 15 3 10 4.5 

21-25 5 5 7 15 3 10 4.5 

26-30 6 5 8 15 3 10 4.5 

31-35 7 5 6 20 3 10 6 

36-40 8 5 7 20 3 10 6 
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41-45 9 5 8 20 3 10 6 

 

 

The welded samples of base metals were undergone common strength tests that of the tensile shear tests 

in this experiment.  Besides, the hardness test was carried out to understand the hardness changes due to 

the presence of high current (heat treatment) at the welded areas and also its’ surrounding areas.  The 

results of these two tests were insufficient to understand the nuggets characteristic and therefore the 

metallurgical study was carried out to complete the analysis of part 1.  

 

3. Results and Discussion  

The main title (on the first page) should begin 1 3/16 inches (7 picas) from the top edge of the page, centered, and 

in Times New Roman 14-point, boldface type. Capitalize the first letter of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, 

and adverbs; do not capitalize articles, coordinate conjunctions, or prepositions (unless the title begins with such 

a word). Please initially capitalize only the first word in other titles, including section titles and first, second, and 

third-order headings (for example, “Titles and headings” — as in these guidelines). Leave two blank lines after 

the title. 

 

3.1 Tensile Test Results 
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Figure 3: Tensile Shear Test Results 

 

     The tensile-shear test (figure 3) was carried out to determine the strength of spot welded samples of 

both ((current and weld time; current and force)) sets. The crosshead speed was maintained at 70 mm/min. 

The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was taken as the maximum weld strength after which the weld joints 

have failed. Average strength values from the five samples were taken as the equivalent strength of that 

particular weld schedules. As for the weld schedules from 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 were analyzed; the strength 

increment was noticed due to the increment of welding current from 6 (4.263mm) to 7(4.441mm) and 

7(4.441mm)  to 8(4.692mm) kA,  respectively. The similar increments were also noticed for the 

following weld schedules of 4, 5 and 6 as well as 7, 8, and 9. This obviously states that increase in current 

has caused increase in strength due to the increase in diameters, accordingly[3]. The figure 4 shows the 

diameters changes with respect to current; weld time and force changes. These currents increment is 

found in both sets of attempts. When the current and weld time incremental set is considered: the weld 

time has also increased the tensile strength as it basically increases the diameters from weld schedule 1 
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(4.263mm) to 4 (4.915mm) and further of 4 (4.915mm) to 7 (5.328mm) as well. This fulfills the Joule’s 

law of heating (Q = I2Rt); where Q represents the heat developed; I represents the current; R represent the 

resistance and t represent the time given. By increasing; either current or weld time; the heat supplied at 

the electrode tip is also equivalently increased and therefore the corresponding diameters increments were 

obtained (figure 4). However when the current and force increments are considered: the force increment 

has caused strength reduction due to the drop of heat. As for the force increment from 3 (4.681mm) to 4.5 

(3.702mm) and 4.5 (3.702mm) to 6 (3.026) kN; the tensile strength is reduced because the resistive 

components were reduced in the heating process which is another proportional coefficient of heat formula. 

Furthermore the resistance is reduced by producing high electrode pressing force as it does changes in 

length (ℓ) which is a proportional coefficient of resistive equation. The bulk resistance is computed as R = 

ρ ℓ / A; where ρ is the resistivity (6.89 x 10-7 Ω.m); ℓ is the length (1mm) and A is the contact area (19.63 

µm2) of electrode. The electrode tips were not changed at all so that the resistance is mainly affected due 

to changes in bulk resistance in addition to the contact resistances. Obviously, figure 4 shows the drop of 

diameters when increase of force is concerned in this experiment.  This phenomenon has also seen in the 

tensile test result by decreasing the diameter of weld nuggets.   
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Figure 4: Diameter of Weld Nuggets and Failure Modes 

 

3.2 Failure Modes   

 

      Having considered the failure modes of tensile test; we have noticed that the breaks happened in 

accordance with weld types[4]. A poor weld has interfacial fracture (IF) and the shear-force seemed to be 

falling between 6 to 7kN for 1mm base metals. A moderate-good weld has tear from either side of base 

metal (PF) and; the shear force falls between 7 to 8kN. Furthermore a good weld has better bounds 

between sheets and therefore it requires higher shear force to break the joints (8 to 10 kN). Often it tears 

from both sides and button pullout (TF) of the base metals as the break does not occur at the welded area 

but rather at the heat affected areas. Ever since the heat affected areas alters itself in hardness (slightly 

higher than base metals); both sides hold the welded areas firmly during tensile pulling to an extent where 

the tear trail enters the base metal regions and then breaks[4]. Figure 5(a) shows the failure modes with 
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indicating points of IF, PF and TF while figure 5(b, c and d) show the physical breaks as repetitive 

failures in groups.  

 

 

 

Figure 5(a): Failure Modes 

 

 

 

Figure 5(b): Interfacial Failures (IF) in Group 
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Figure 5(c): Tear From One Side (PF) Failures in Group 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5(d): Tear From Either Side or Button Pullout (TF) Failures in Group 

 

3.3 Hardness Test Result   
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Figure 6:  Hardness of Austenitic Stainless Steels (weld schedule 1-9) 

 

      The fusion zones (FZ) have produced a symmetrical view of joints and oval shape in overall was 

appeared. It has been slightly hardened by the heat treatment and the molten areas are directly related 

with thermal expansion’s coefficient (17.2 x10-6 K-1). The heat affected zones’ (HAZ) hardness was 

slightly lower than the fusion zone but higher than the base metals [6]. However the oval shape of heat 

affected zones was noticed because of the truncated electrodes tips and also the thermal conductivity 

coefficient  (16.2 W m-1K-1) of stainless steel.  The hardness was measured for all the nine weld 

schedules (figure 6) and plotted against the regions of samples. The hardness at unwelded areas is 

approximately 81.7 HRB. As for fusion zones, the hardness is 92 HRB approximately and for heat 

affected zones it is 85 HRB approximately.  

 

3.4 Metallurgical Study 
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     The metallurgical test was conducted to view the micro and macro structural changes. The test 

easily helps to predict the exact size of fusion and heat affected zones[6]. The typical outlook of the 

fusion zones seemed to be coarse grains while the heat affected areas seemed to be finer grains regardless 

of controlling parameters changes. The macrographs of these patterns have been noticed and also shown 

in the table 3 for both attempts to compare the fusion zones. The parameters changes have directly 

influenced the grains at both: the fusion zones and the heat affected zones. Besides the heat affected areas 

are existed within the weld nuggets as inseparable of fusion zones for all the nuggets. Figure 4 has shown 

the comparable diameter changes that were obtained from table 3.  

 

Table 3: Macrographs of Weld Nuggets 

 

 

6kA,3 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

 

7kA,3 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

 

8kA,3 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

 

8kA,3 kN & 

15 cycles 

 

 

8kA,3 kN & 

20 cycles 
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6kA,3 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

7kA,3 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

8kA,3 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

8kA,4.5 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

8kA,6 kN & 

10 cycles 

 

     

 

 

Further to these macrographs analysis for diameters, the micro structural zones were also analyzed for 

base metal and fusion zone. Initially the chemical properties that existed along the welded areas and also 

the base metals were measured using energy disperse X-ray system.  The results are graphically shown 

in figure 7 (a, b and c). Figure 7(a) determines the chemical properties from left hand side to right hand 

side of the weld nugget. Figure 7(b) measures the chemical properties at the base metals, meanwhile the 

figure 7(c) measures the chemical properties at the nucleus of fusion zone. 
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Figure 7(a): Chemical Properties at the Diameter of Weld Nugget 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7(b): Chemical Properties at the Base Metal 
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Figure 7(c): Chemical Properties at the Fusion Zones 

 

It was found that the welded areas seemed to be altered with its chemical properties and became richer in 

ferritic properties. The phase changes during cold work have resulted more ferritic structure to be existed 

at the weld nuggets.  Another proves of properties mixture is by looking at the surface of the base metal 

after chemical etching is done.  Figure 9(a) shows the white illuminance surface by showing the cluster 

of austenite, martensite and ferrite mixtures. Figure 9(b) shows the unwelded areas’ micro structure while 

figure 9(c) shows the welded areas’ micro structure. The richer-ferritic-phases are clearly seen due to the 

heat treatment during welding.  The scanning was gone further down to visualize the micro structure and 

it has been shown in figure 9(d).The grains were increased in size and formed in richer ferritic phases. 

This phase changes was the root cause of slight hardness increment in austenitic stainless steel. As the 

ratio increases the vermicular and lathy ferrite increased.  
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Figure 9(a): White illuminance of 

polished surface (Ferrite, Austenite and 

Cemenite phases) 

Figure 9(b): The micrograph for 50 µm 

of  unwelded area 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9(c): The micrograph for 50 µm 

of  welded area 

 

Figure 9(d): The micrograph for 5 µm 

of  welded area 

 

 

4. Conclusion  

 

 This paper looks into the spot weld growth on 304L (2B) austenitic stainless steel with 2mm 

thickness sheets and it concludes that:- 

 

1. Increase in welding current and welding time within the weld lobe have resulted increment in 

diameter of weld nuggets and therefore the increment of tensile strength was obtained.  
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2. Increase in electrode pressing forces have resulted decrement in diameter of weld nuggets and 

therefore the decrement of tensile strength was also obtained. 

3. The common three failure modes were seen as poor weld produces interfacial fracture (IF); 

medium weld produces tear form one side (PF); and a good weld produces button pullout or tear 

from both sides (TF).  

4. The hardness values of welded areas were increased (From 75 to 85 HRB in average) due to the 

nature of stainless steel. The increment of hardness is due to the phase transition changes from 

moderate pearlite to most martensite.  

5. The increase in current or weld time does not influence the increase in hardness distribution along 

the welded areas. 

6. Macro structure exhibits the coarsened grains at fusion zone, refined grains at heat affected zone 

and unchanged grains at base metal; clearly. 

 

Note: Part 2 of this research will discuss the additional information on the  instrumentation set up to 

capture the dynamic signals for the analysis of the dynamic resistances during welding; electrode forces 

and forging force of pneumatic system; heat development and distribution from welded areas; and the 

indentation of welded areas during welding process.    
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1
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Abstract: 

 

This paper tackles the single machine scheduling problem in which three objective functions are 

considered simultaneously as minimizing the cost of maintenance activities, minimizing the earliness and 

tardiness cost and maximizing the job values in makespan. Based on mentioned objectives a mathematical 

model is developed and because of immense complexity, a calibrate hybrid algorithm based on simulation 

annealing and Hill climbing is used to obtain near optimal solutions. Furthermore, the proposed model 

contains a multi task maintenance policy that causes the problem to be more complex. 

In computational study, the sensitivity analysis is implemented for deterioration and reduction rate of job 

values and various instances are presented that show the effectiveness and capability of proposed hybrid. 

 

Keywords: single machine scheduling; maintenance; deterioration; dependent setup time; job values in 

makespan 

1-introduction 

Single machine scheduling with tardiness and earliness functions is one of the earliest problems in the 

scheduling area that is applied widely in manufacturing and real industry. In many industries, 

Manufacturers desire to operate based on a make to order system in order to reduce inventory cost and 

decrease risk to vulnerabilities. Just-in-time (JIT) has been widely studied in scheduling problems since 

two decades before. JIT in scheduling literature means that producing the orders on the due date. 

Problems with such requirements have tardiness and earliness cost. In literature, some papers applied JIT 

for in single machine scheduling problem by considering tardiness and earliness as the objective function 

simultaneously. Rabadi et al. [11] presented a branch-and-bound algorithm for the single-machine 

scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times to minimize total tardiness and lateness 

objective whose earliness and tardiness are weighted equally and the due date is common and large for all 

jobs. Bauman et al. [12] considered single machine sequence dependent setup time scheduling problem 

with linear earliness and tardiness cost. 

Allahverdi et al. [1] provided a comprehensive review of scheduling research involving the setup time 

considerations and demonstrated that the Presence of sequence dependent setup times increases the 

complexity of the problem. 

                                                
1
 Corespunding author: 
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In literature, there are many papers considering single machine scheduling problem with dependent setup 

time by minimizing total weighted tardiness. Rubin and Ragatz [2] solved the problem of single machine 

scheduling to minimize the total tardiness where setup times are sequence dependent and applied a 

genetic search to solve the problem. Sun et al [3] developed a Lagrangian relaxation approach for single 

machine scheduling and formulated Sequence dependent setup times as capacity constraints. Tan et al. [4] 

considered single machine scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times to minimize total 

tardiness. They also compared performance of branch-and-bound, genetic search, simulated annealing and 

random-start pairwise interchange and showed that simulated annealing and random-start pairwise 

interchange are viable solution algorithms in their study. Lin et al. [5] proposed a simulated annealing 

(SA) method with swap and insertion search, a genetic algorithm (GA) with mutation operator was 

performed by a greedy local search, and a tabu search (TS) with a swap and an insertion tabu list to solve 

single-machine total weighted tardiness problems with sequence dependent setup time. Luo et al [6] 

developed an algorithm based on branch-and-bound scheme that included the implementation of lower 

and upper bounding procedures, and dominance rules to solve the single machine scheduling problem 

with sequence dependent setup time for total tardiness minimization. Liao and Juan [7] proposed an ant 

colony algorithm for minimizing the weighted tardiness with sequence dependent setup times on a single 

machine. Valente and Alves [8] proposed an improved beam search for the single machine weighted 

tardiness scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup. Recently, Anghinolfi and Paolucci [9] 

proposed a new Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization approach to solve single machine total weighted 

tardiness scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup time. They enhanced its performance by 

employing different population initialization schemes based on some constructive heuristics. Ying et al 

[10] proposed effective iterated greedy algorithm to solve single machine total weighted and un-weighted 

tardiness problems with sequence dependent setup time. 

 

Objective function of single machine scheduling problem can include other costs. Oguz et al. [13] studied 

simultaneous order acceptance and scheduling decisions where the orders are defined by their release 

dates, due dates, deadlines, processing times, sequence dependent setup times and revenues on a single 

machine environment that appear from make-to-order systems. They also proposed a mixed integer linear 

programming model to maximize the total revenue from accepted orders and developed three heuristic 

algorithms to solve large sized problems. 

 

Papers studied single machine scheduling problem with preventive maintenance are divided into two 

categories. Some papers address single machine scheduling problem where the machine must be under 

maintenance during certain intervals implying a non-availability of the machine during these periods like 

Graves and Lee [14]. The second category considers maintenance activity as a variable decision that 

should be determined in scheduling problem like [15]. 

Yulan et al. [16] presented the joint determination problem of preventive maintenance planning and 

production scheduling for a single machine to optimize multi objectives simultaneously, including 

minimizing the maintenance cost, makespan, total weighted completion time of jobs, total weighted 
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tardiness, and maximizing machine availability. They solved it by multi-objective genetic algorithm. Ji et 

al. [17] considered a single-machine scheduling problem with several maintenance periods to minimize 

makespan activities where each maintenance activity is scheduled after a periodic time interval. Chen [18] 

considered a single machine scheduling problem with periodic maintenance, where the machine is 

assumed to be stopped periodically for maintenance for a constant time during the scheduling period. 

Sbihi and Varnier[19] studied a single-machine scheduling problem with several maintenances periods to 

minimize maximum tardiness. They investigated two situations. In the first one, maintenance periods are 

periodically fixed and in the second one, the maintenance is depended on the maximum continuous 

working time of the machine which is allowed is determined. Pan et al. [20] proposed an integrated 

scheduling model by incorporating both production scheduling and preventive maintenance planning for a 

single-machine problem to minimize the maximum weighted tardiness. They considered maintenance 

time as variable and subject to machine degradation. Rebi et al [21] studied the problem of scheduling a 

set of M preventive maintenance tasks to be performed on M machines to minimize the total preventive 

maintenance cost. The problem was solved by a branch and bound algorithm, a local search approach and 

a genetic algorithm. Hsu et al. [22] studied a single-machine scheduling problem with periodic 

maintenance activity under two maintenance strategies, problem where the machine should be stopped for 

maintenance after a fixed periodic interval or after a fixed number of jobs have been processed to 

minimize the makespan. 

 

One of the most important problems that have been considered in scheduling problem with maintenance 

activities is job deterioration. Job deterioration that is used in some real scheduling problem means that 

processing time of jobs increases over time. In literature, there are some papers that considered job 

deterioration without maintenance activity. Browne and Yechiali[23] introduced job deterioration 

scheduling problem in which the processing time of a job is a function of its starting time. Mosheiov [24] 

who was first applied simple linear deteriorating function for single machine scheduling problem, 

considered this problem to minimize the makespan, total completion time, total weighted completion time, 

total weighted waiting time, and total tardiness, number of tardy jobs, maximum lateness and maximum 

tardiness. Wu et. al. [25] solved a single-machine problem by a branch and bound algorithm and two 

heuristic algorithms to minimize the makespan under the piecewise linear deterioration model. Wang et al. 

[26] solved the single machine scheduling problems with learning effect and deteriorating jobs 

simultaneously to minimize the total weighted completion time and the maximum lateness. Wang and 

Wang [27] considered a single machine scheduling problem with deteriorating jobs in which the 

processing time of a job is defined as a simple linear function of its starting time to minimize the total 

weighted earliness penalty subject to no tardy jobs. Husang et al [28] considered a single machine 

scheduling problem with deteriorating jobs by a linear function of time to minimize the total weighted 

earliness penalty subject to no tardy jobs. Cheng and Ji [29] proposed a single machine scheduling 

problem, where the jobs were ready to be processed in batches and the processing time of each job was a 

simple linear function of its waiting time. Wang et al [36] developed a new model for minimizing the total 

completion time with time dependent deterioration that actual processing for each job was calculated 
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based on the prescheduled jobs in the sequence.  

Chen [30] studied a dependent setup single machine scheduling problem with machine maintenance to 

minimize the completion time. Chen [31] presented the two models and a heuristic for a single machine 

scheduling problem with multiple periodic maintenance activities to minimize the makespan, where the 

machine had to be stopped periodically for maintenance for a constant time during the scheduling period. 

Cheng et al. [32] proposed a new model in which job deterioration, learning effect and setup times are 

considered concurrently. They considered that the actual processing time of a job is a function of the setup 

and the processing times of the jobs already processed and the job’s own scheduled position in a sequence. 

Also they showed that the time of solving single machine scheduling problems to minimize the makespan, 

total completion time, and sum of square of completion times are polynomial. 

Bahalke et al. [33] addressed the single machine scheduling problem with considering sequence 

dependent setup time and deteriorating jobs simultaneously to minimize makespan. They also proposed a 

mathematical model for this problem and solved it by a hybrid genetic and tabu search algorithms. 

Ghodratnama et al. [34] presented a new nonlinear mathematical model for a single machine scheduling 

problem that included some constraints, such as repairing and maintenance periods, deterioration of jobs, 

and learning effect of the work process. Their objective function was composed of minimizing the sum of 

the weighted completion times, minimizing the sum of the weighted delay times, and maximizing the sum 

of the job values in makespan. 

Moataghedi et al. [37] presented a new model for the single machine scheduling problem to minimize the 

earliness and tardiness cost, machine processing cost and maintenance activities that times of jobs are 

determined according to a simple linear deterioration function. 

In this paper we develop a new model for single machine scheduling problem with deteriorating jobs, 

setup dependent jobs and maintenance activities and the aim is to find a schedule of jobs that minimizes 

the delay, holding and maintenance costs simultaneously. As well as proposed costs based on 

Ghodratnama et al [34], the job value in makespan is considered and tried to be maximized. Furthermore, 

the operation of machine considered cost consuming for processing jobs. Based on the mentioned 

literature there are no article that consider the proposed costs simultaneously. In order to solve the 

suggested model, a hybrid algorithm based on simulation annealing and hill climbing is used that is 

calibrated by a Taguchi approach.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The notation and problem description are introduced 

in section 2. Section 3 presents simulated annealing and hybrid algorithm. In section 4, computational 

experiments are reported and statistical analysis is performed. Finally, some concluding remarks are made 

in section 5. 

 

2- Problem formulation 

 

In this paper, the problem of sequencing of N jobs on a single machine with sequence dependent setup 

time, deteriorating jobs and multi task maintenance is considered. The machine works with no idle and all 

the jobs are ready to be processed at time zero. It is also assumed that processing jobs are cost consuming 
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for machine. 

The aim is to find a schedule of jobs that minimizes the costs of maintenance, machine operations, delay 

(tardiness) and holding (earliness) and maximizes the job values in makespan simultaneously. For this 

regards a new mathematical model is presented that supports below settings: 

1) Maintenance time is a predefined constant, 

2) consideration of earliness and tardiness of jobs simultaneously in objective function, 

3) The completion time of each job may be changed by maintenance, deterioration and dependent 

setup,  

4) Process on a job is cost consuming for machine. 

According to deterioration, the processing times of jobs have not constant values and are dependent to 

their positions. We use of the time dependent deterioration model investigated by Wang et al [37] that is 

presented as: 

 

 

(1) 

Where 0< δ <1 and . 

 

Furthermore, two types of maintenance activities are defined include minor and fundamental actions that 

the second takes more time. When a maintenance activity is occurred the index of job deterioration is 

reset and the next job is processed with its normal processing time. Since the completion time of each job 

may be changed by maintenance activities, the cost of maintenance is considered as part of machine 

operation cost. 

 

The variables and parameters of problem are defined as follows: 

 

N Number of jobs are ready to scheduled 

pi The normal processing time of job where scheduled in ith position 

p[i] The actual processing time of job where scheduled in ith position 

Ei The earliness of ith job 

Ti The tardiness of ith job 

ci The completion time of ith job 

di The due date of ith job 

Shj The setup time of job j when is processed exactly after job h 

α  Delay cost (tardiness cost) 

β  Holding cost (earliness) 

MC
 

Operation cost of machine 

kMT  Time of Maintenance type k ( k=1,2) 
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δ Rate of deterioration 

λ reduction rate of job values  

 

And decision variables are as follows: 

If job i is executed in priority j 

 

Otherwise 




=
0

1
ijx

 

If a maintenance of type K is planned before job in priority j 

 

Otherwise 
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And the proposed model is as follows: 
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Equation (2) introduces the objective function and tries to find a schedule of jobs that minimizes the costs 

of tardiness, earliness and machine performance and maximizes the value of jobs in makespan. Constraint 

(3) states that in each priority just one job could be planned. Constraint (4) assures that each job lies just 

in one priority. Constraint (5) mentions that machine is available from time zero. Constraint (6) declares 
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that in any sequence, the value of completion time may be changed based on the maintenance activities, 

deterioration effect and setup times, constraints (7) and (8) demonstrates tow the tardiness and earliness 

are calculated and finally constraints (9) and (10) states that the tardiness and earliness have positive 

values. 

 

3- Solution approach 

 

3-1. Simulation Annealing 

 

Simulated annealing (SA) is a class of optimization Meta heuristics that performs a stochastic 

neighborhood search through the solution space that have been applied widely to solve many 

combinatorial optimization problems. The immense advantage of SA over classical local search methods 

is its ability to avoid getting trapped in local optima while searching for a global optimum.  

 

In this case, SA starts with a randomly generated solution which is a sequence of maintenance parameters 

and jobs. Maintenance parameters are binary in which number 2 is representative of a maintenance 

operation Type 2; number 1 demonstrates the occurrences of maintenance activity type 1 and number 0 

represent the no maintenance activity.  A sample string considering 4 jobs is represented in Fig. 1. In this 

sample, four first elements are representative of maintenance operations and the next ones are related to 

the sequence of jobs. According to Figure 1 before second and fourth jobs in sequence that are job 4 and 1 

respectively, a maintenance operation is scheduled. 

 

0 2 0 1 2 4 3 1 

Fig. 1 Representation of a sample string 

 

Neighborhood search is also implemented by swapping the two randomly selected positions in the current 

solution string in both binary and sequence parts separately. 

In order to calibrate the proposed SA, a Taguchi approach is presented. This approach is an experimental design 

methodology that allows choosing a product or process that performs more consistently in the operating 

environment.  Taguchi designs recognize that not all factors that cause variability can be controlled in practice. 

These uncontrollable factors are called noise factors. Based on this fact, Taguchi attempts to identify 

controllable factors (control factors) that minimize the effect of the noise factors. During experimentation, the 

noise factors are manipulated to force variability to occur and then finding the optimal control factor settings 

that make the process or product robust, or resistant to variation from the noise factors. 

Taguchi uses orthogonal arrays, which estimate the effects of factors on the response mean and variation. 

Orthogonal arrays allow investigating each effect independently from the others and may reduce the time and 

cost associated with the experiment when fractionated designed are used. 
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In this paper the S/N ratio considered as nominal is the best and is calculated by: 

 

 

(12) 

 

The effective factors and their levels are also described within below table: 

 

 

 

 

Table 1- the Taguchi experiment inputs 

factor symbol levels type Degree of 

freedom 

Number of total 

iterations 

A 5 A(1)=250 

A(2)=500 

A(3)=1000 

A(4)=2000 

A(5)=5000 

4 

Number of 

iterations per 

temperature 

B 5 B(1)=4 

B(2)=6 

B(3)=8 

B(4)=10 

B(5)=15 

4 

 

The associated degree of freedom for these two factors is equal to 8; therefore according to Taguchi 

standard table of orthogonal array, the L25 should be selected that fulfils all the minimum necessary 

requirements. 

In order to conduct the Taguchi experiments three important measures are considered contain the S/N 

ratio (as robust measure), average responses for each combination of control factors and the variability in 

the response due to the noise (standard deviation).  

The results are depicted in below figures. 
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fig 2- the results for response based on S/N ratio  
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fig 3- the results for response based on means 
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fig 4- the results for response based standard deviations 

In Taguchi designs, a measure of robustness is used to identify control factors that reduce variability in a 

product or process by minimizing the effects of uncontrollable factors. Figure 2 indicates the robustness 

of each combination of factors. Clearly it is desired to select a pair of factors that generate the maximum 

robustness. Therefore, based on this figure A(5) and B(2) should be selected. 
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Figure 3 shows the average responses for each combination of control factor. Since the objective function 

is as minimization the minimum value for this measure is desired, so A (3) and B (5) are selected. 

Finally figure 4 shows the variability in the response due to the noise that is desired to be minimal, so A 

(5) and B (5) should be selected. 

Based on the mentioned measures, the most efficient combination of proposed factors is as A (5) and B (5) 

that better satisfies the response values. However, B(2) also can be considered as a good situation because 

of the maximum robustness and lower required run time in comparison to other situations. 

3-2. hill climbing 

 

Hill climbing starts with a random but not very appropriate solution, and iteratively makes small changes to the 

solution, each time improving it a little. When the algorithm cannot improve the best solution anymore, it 

terminates. Ideally, at that point the current solution is near the optimal one, but there is no guarantee that hill 

climbing will ever come close to the optimal solution. 

In simple hill climbing, the first node which is closer to the solution is chosen, whereas in steepest ascent hill 

climbing all successors are compared and the closest to the solution is chosen. In this paper this approach starts 

from the first element of the sequence, the place of each job is changed with its adjacent job and then objective 

function is calculated, in case of objective function reduction, the change is applied, otherwise, the change is not 

accepted. The procedure continues until all adjacent jobs are examined for a better objective function.   

 

3-3 the proposed hybrid algorithm 

 

The framework of proposed hybrid is as follows: 

Generate an initial solution randomlyGenerate an initial solution randomlyGenerate an initial solution randomlyGenerate an initial solution randomly    

Do while the termination of SA not occurDo while the termination of SA not occurDo while the termination of SA not occurDo while the termination of SA not occur    

{{{{    

Calculate the value of objective function by SACalculate the value of objective function by SACalculate the value of objective function by SACalculate the value of objective function by SA    

Improving the value of objectiImproving the value of objectiImproving the value of objectiImproving the value of objective function by Hill climbing in each temperatureve function by Hill climbing in each temperatureve function by Hill climbing in each temperatureve function by Hill climbing in each temperature    

Comparison with best obtained solution and record it if the current solution is better Comparison with best obtained solution and record it if the current solution is better Comparison with best obtained solution and record it if the current solution is better Comparison with best obtained solution and record it if the current solution is better     

} } } }     

Reduce the temperatureReduce the temperatureReduce the temperatureReduce the temperature 

Fig5. The framework of proposed SA 
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3333----4 an illustrative example4 an illustrative example4 an illustrative example4 an illustrative example    

Let’s consider there are four jobs ready for processing on the machine and their properties are as below. 

Job Processing time Due date 

1 2 10 

2 6 8 

3 4 6 

4 1 2 

 

Furthermore, the setup times between jobs are offer as: 

  

 1 2 3 4 

1 - 1 2 1 

2 2 - 3 4 

3 2 5 - 1 

4 1 5 3 - 

 

The associated times for two kinds of maintenance activities are also considered as 10 and 20 respectively. 

Regards to the following schedule, the completion time for each job is calculated as below. 

0 2 0 1 2 4 3 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, the values of earliness and tardiness are calculated as: 
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4- Computational results 

 

To illustrate the efficiency and performance of the proposed hybrid, the algorithm procedure was coded in 

Visual Basic 6 and was run on a Vostro 1500 with 2.2 GHz CPU and 2 GB Ram. All the instances were 

randomly generated as follows. For each job, an integer processing time was generated from a uniform 

distribution [1, 100]. For each job, an integer due date was generated from the uniform distribution [0, δP], 

where P is the sum of the processing times of all jobs and δ is the deterioration rate. Weights and set up 

times were also randomly generated from uniform distributions of [1, 5] and [1,100] respectively. The 

results of the hybrid algorithm are compared with simple SA, then the sensitivity analyze of problem is 

checked to the deterioration rate and reduction rate of job values in makespan. Table 2 illustrates the 

comparison of the hybrid algorithm with simple SA for different deteriorating rates. It’s clear that the 

hybrid algorithm acts much better than the simple SA.  

 

Table 2- comparison between the results of hybrid and SA 

N δ SA Hybrid 

VOF Time (Sec) VOF Time (Sec) 

5 0.2 34142 0 34142 0 

0.4 43622 43622 

0.8 36471 20831 

10 0.2 363101 0 363101 0 

0.4 389177 389177 

0.8 543856 304645 

25 0.2 4141013 1 3201679 2 

0.4 4008752 3353239 

0.8 5621399 3687950 

50 0.2 17512815 1 17512815 20 

0.4 22379055 16191189 

0.8 29356806 14428721 

75 0.2 53368025 2 37799277 122 

0.4 64410432 43795066 

0.8 75512342 59054645 

 

Where N demonstrates the number of jobs and δ represents the rate of deterioration. Columns 3 and 4 also 

show the performance of hybrid algorithm include value of objective function (VOF) and running time 

and columns 5 and 6 represent the results of simple SA. 

Furthermore, the performance of hybrid and SA are tested by consider of several rate of deteriorations 
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with choose of medium scale of jobs and the results are depicted in table 3. 

  Table 3- sensitivity analyze based on deterioration rate  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Where the value of deterioration rate is shown by 

δ and second and third columns show the 

performance of presented hybrid and simple SA.  In 

order to better view, this comparison is depicted in 

below figure. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of sensitiveness to deterioration rate 

 

 

As shown in figure 6, the problem has not any sensitivity to deterioration rate and for all the instances the 

hybrid algorithm yields better solution. 

The problem also is considered for the various values for reduction rate of job values that the results are shown in table 4. 

Table4- sensitivity analyzing based reduction rate of job values 

δ Hybrid SA 

VOF VOF 

0.1 2904959 3509469 

0.2 3049109 3690822 

0.3 2469869 3372463 

0.4 3759849 4312127 

0.5 3467239 4711154 

0.6 2980549 4392259 

0.7 4039459 5759277 

0.8 3944670 6623464 

0.9 3345769 5187022 
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Where the value of job value rate is shown by λ and 

second and third columns show the performance of 

presented hybrid and simple SA.  In order to better view, 

this comparison is depicted in figure 6. 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of sensitiveness to reduction rate of job values 

 

Based on depicted plot it can be concluded that the proposed hybrid performs much better than simple SA 

for all the values of reduction rate and generally, there are no relation between this rate and the value of 

objective function.  

5-Conclusion 

In this paper, the problem of Single machine scheduling problem was considered and a new model was 

developed for it based on three objective functions as minimizing the maintenance activities costs, 

minimizing the earliness and tardiness costs and maximizing the job values in makespan. The model also 

contained the multi task maintenance policy that caused to increase the complexity of problem. In order to 

solve the proposed model a hybrid algorithm based on Hill and SA was used that its parameters was 

calibrated by Taguchi approach . In computational experiments section the problem was solved for 

various instances and the sensitivity analyze is implemented for some important factors of proposed 

model. 

For future research, solution method can be improved by using other meta- heuristic methods. Developing 

the model by proposing multi objective functions and assuming more complicated maintenance policies 

can also be considered as future research area. 

λ hybrid SA 

VOF VOF 

0.1 3620979 4983133 

0.2 4736586 5821755 

0.3 3562809 5935668 

0.4 4579270 6168559 

0.5 3895297 6720180 

0.6 4112519 5575503 

0.7 4412780 6113635 

0.8 3689999 5880080 

0.9 4024339 6593182 
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